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$4. INTRODUCTION TO PART II 
The notations and assumptions are as in Part I. 
Since the category of Chow motives has a tensor product it is trivial that a 
variety which is the product of two (or more) varieties having each a Chow- 
Ktinneth decomposition has also itself a Chow-Ktinneth decomposition. How- 
ever if X= Y, x Y, and if Yr and Y2 satisfy moreover the conjectures B, C and 
D from Section 1.4 of Part I ([Mu,~]) then it is not clear whether X itself 
satisfies also B, C and D. For instance we know that the conjectures are true 
for surfaces (see Section 2.3 of Part I), however we don’t know whether they 
are true for varieties of type X= S, x S, (Si surfaces). In fact, we believe that 
verification of the conjectures for X= S x S (and notably conjecture D) would 
be a key step in proving Bloch’s conjecture for surfaces (i.e., the conjecture: 
if all of &Sk, Q,) is algebraic then albanese equivalence and rational 
equivalence coincide on S, cf. [Bl] Conjecture (1.8) and Proposition (1.11) on 
page 1.14). 
In this Part II we shall verify that the conjectures of Section 1.4 are true for 
threefolds of type X=Sx C with S a surface and C a curve. To be precise, we 
shall prove the following proposition: 
Proposition 4.1. For varieties of type X=Sx C, with S a surface and C a 
curve, both smooth and projective and defined over a field k, the conjecture 
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A is true and the conjectures B and D are true for each Chow group CHj(X, Q) 
(j=O, 1, 2 and 3). 
Corollary 4.2. The same is true for varieties of type X= Ci x C, x C, with Ci 
smooth, projective curves (i= 1, 2 and 3). 
Remarks 4.3 
a. The most interesting part is, of course, CH2(X,Q). 
b. Concerning conjecture C: we shall see that the equivalence relation we get 
from the filtration is the “expected” one as long as we have a “natural 
expected geometrical” one. 
The proof of 4.1 will occupy the rest of the paper. The proof is based upon 
the constructions in the paper [Mu]. 
$5. CHOW-KUNNETH DECOMPOSITION OF PRODUCTS 
As already remarked the fact that there exists a Chow-Ktinneth decomposi- 
tion for X= S x C is trivially true. In fact more generally one has: 
Lemma 5.1. Let X= Y, x Y2 (all smooth and projective). Assume that Y, has 
a Chow-Kiinneth decomposition (a = 1,2). Then X has also a Chow-Kiinneth 
decomposition. 
Proof. Put dim Y,=d, and let h,(Y,) = Cf”, hf(Y,) (a = 1,2) be the Chow- 
Kunneth decomposition with hf(Y,) = (Y,, ni(Y,)). Then h,(X) = Cz? hf(X) 
with 
(4) G(X) = c V(Y,) 0 Kw2) 
p+q=i 
(with 0 sp I 2d, and Or q I 2d2) and with projectors 
(5) ni(x) = C np(yl) x 7cq(y2) 
p+q=i 
where here, and in the following if necessary, we tacitly identify XxX with the 
product obtained by switching the second and third factor, i.e., 
xxx= Y,xY,xY,xY,= YtxY,xY,xY,. 
Furthermore for abbreviation we write 
(6) 71P4 *- ‘- npq(X) := 7cp(Y,) x n,(Yz). 
56. NOTATIONS AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
6.1. From now on we assume, unless stated explicitely otherwise, that X= S x C 
with S is a smooth projective surface and C a smooth projective curve. We also 
assume tacitly that we have rational points e E C(k) and E E S(k). For C we take 
the usual Chow-Ktinneth compontents no(C) = e x C, 7r2(C) = C x e and 
~ri(C) =d(C) - no(C) - x2(C). For S we take the Chow-Ktinneth components 
as constructed in [Mu]. Explicitely as follows: n,,(S) = E x S, 7cq(S) = S x E, let 
7cr(S) be as described in ([Mu], 3.1 and 3.3), next take nT(S)=‘rr,(S) (cf., lot. 
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cit. 4.1) and let rrs(S) = n:(S) - rrr(S) o z!(S) (cf., lot. cit. 6.5); finally take 
n*(S) =d(S) - n&q - 7Ti(S) - ns(S) - n&S). 
The projectors z;(X) (Olis6) are now constructed by the formulas (5) 
using the above projectors rrP(S) and n,(C) (with 01~54 and O<q<2), i.e., 
(5)’ %(X) = c qJ(S) x n,(C) 
p+q=i 
and write 
(6)’ ZPp4 ’ *= n,(S) x n,(C). 
For the following we also sometimes need the projectors (01q12): 
(5)* rc3*4 = 7$(S) x n,(C) 
and note that 7r3q = rrTq - rrlq 0 7z3*g. 
6.2. Relevant correspondences. In this section we list, and introduce a nota- 
tion for, the correspondences of CZZ3(XxX, Q) which enter in the above pro- 
jectors rri (X). 
Here, and in the rest of the paper, we adopt the convention that we freely 
and without changing the notation switch the order of the factors S and C in 
theproduct S x C x S x C if necessary (i.e., we identify tacitly S x Cx S x C with 
SX SX CX C). With this convention, put: 
Z = d(S) x d(C), 
ZZ=d(S)xexC, 
ZZZ=d(S)xCxe, 
IV= 7rr(S)xLl(C), 
V= 7c3(S)xd(C) and V* = n:(S)xd(C), 
V-Z= &XSXLl(C), 
I/II= SX&Xd(C), 
VZZZ= 77,(S)xexC, 
IX= n,(S)xexC and IX*= rrc(S)xexC, 
X’=exSxexC, 
XZ=SxexexC, 
XZZ= ni(S)xCxe, 
XZZZ= n3(S)xCxe and XIII*= n:(S)xCxe, 
XZV=.sxSxCxe 
XV=SxexCxe. 
6.3. Expressions for the 7rPq. With the above notations we get now from the 
expressions of n,(S) and rc,(C) from (6)’ for rrpq the following expressions: 
7r@-J = X’, nro = VIII, 710, = VI-X’-XIV, R20 = II- VIIZ-IX-X’-xz, 
7111 =IV- VZZZ-XZZ, 1102 =XIV, 7c30 = IX, 7T21 = I-II-IIZ-IV- v- VI- 
I/II+ vIzz+zx+x’+xI+xII+xIzz+xzv+x~ 7T,,=XZI, 7r4()=XI, 7131= 
V-IX-XIII, T*.J=ZZZ-XII-XIII-XIV-XV, 7t41=VZZ-XZ-XV; Tl32=XZZZ 
and 1~42 = XV. 
Remark 6.4. We have, with the obvious modifications, similar expressions for 
nTo, n!r and 7~:~. 
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$7. ACTION OF THE ABOVE CORRESPONDENCES ON THE CHOW GROUPS 
7.1. Preliminary remarks and notations 
(i) Below we need in a more precise way the nature of the projectors ni(S). 
Recall therefore that in [Mu] the rci(S), z!(S), etc. are constructed by fibering 
the surface S by a pencil of curves through the fixed point E ES; let us denote 
here this pencil of curves by {Z,}. Next we did take a sufficiently general mem- 
ber Z,=Z,,, of it and then we can take for n,(S) (resp. for n:(S) =‘ni(S)) a 
representative cycle supported on Z,x S (resp. on SxT,) (see lot. cit., Sec- 
tion 3.3). 
(ii) In the rest of the paper we use the following abuse of notation: we denote 
with the same letter D a divisor class and a “sufficiently general” divisor in this 
class (it will be clear from the context what sufficiently general means). Simi- 
larly Z (resp. U) denotes a l-dimensional (resp. O-dimensional) cycle class and 
a sufficiently general cycle in this class. 
7.4. Action of the correspondences on the CZZj(X, Q) (j = 0, 1,2,3). 
With the above notations and the conventions of 7.l(ii) we have: 
a. Z=d(S)xd(C)=d(X) operates as the identity. 
Proof. Obvious. 
b. ZZ=d(S) x ex C operates as follows: 
x-x 
D - D(e) x C 
Z - Z(e) x C 
u- 0. 
Remark. As usual D(e):=prs{D- (SXe)}, etc. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
c. ZZZ= d(S) x Cx e operates as follows: 
x-o 
D - prsDxe 
Z - pqZxe 
U ++ pr,Uxe. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
Remark. prs D = (D : S) * S. 
d. ZV=rri(S)xd(C) operates as follows: 
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x-o 
D ++ Di (description below) 
2 w Zi (description below) 
u H 0. 
Proof and description 
X- n,(S)(S)xC=O because ni(S)(S)=O ([Mu], 3.1). Also U- 0 because 
rci(S) is supported on r,= S. Next consider a divisor D, assume first that D 
consists of one irreducible component. Let q be a generic point of C over k (cf. 
terminology [We]) and let D(q) =prs{D. (S x q)}, then a straightforward cal- 
culation shows that D, is the Zariski closure of nl(S)(D(q)) x q over k (con- 
sidered as cycle). In case D is not irreducible then we have to do this for every 
component (of course considered with multiplicity). Finally consider the 
l-dimensional cycle class Z and let Z. (re x C) = C, z, where the z,‘s are 
points of type za = (zal, z,~) with 2,; the projections on S and C (i = 1,2). Take 
the cycle on r, x S representing ni(S) (see 7.1(i)) and let rS1 denote the divisor 
class on l-,x S determined by this cycle. Then Z, = C, ?,(z,i) xza2. 
e. I/= rcs(S) xd(C) operates as follows: 
x-o 
D-O 
Z - Z1 (description below) 
u = c (a,, b,) ++ c Ic#)(a,) x b,. 
a (I 
Proof and description 
(i) V(X) = n3(S)(S) x C=O because 7c3(S)(S) =0 ([Mu], 4.1). 
(ii) Next consider divisors. We distinguish two cases: 
Case 1. D is of type D = S x a with a E C. Then we have V(D) = 7c3(S)(S) x a = 0 
because ns(S)(S) = 0. 
Case 2. D is not of the above type. Assume first D is irreducible. Let q be a 
generic point of Cover k. Consider the intersection V(D). (S x q). A calculation 
of cycles (using the projection formula and associativity of the intersection pro- 
duct) gives that this is zero (because ~t~(s)(D(q)) = 0 ([Mu], Thm. 2). This means 
that V(D) = C, S x a, (a, E C). Using I” = V and Case 1, we get V(D) = 0. 
(iii) Next let Z be a l-dimensional cycle class. Again consider two cases: 
Casel. ZisoftypeZ=Txa(aEC,TacurveonS).WegetI/(Z)=Obecause 
n,(S)(T) = 0. 
Case 2. Z not of the above type. Take q a generic point of C over k. Take first 
Z irreducible. An argument similar as the above shows that V(Z) + (Sx q) = 
rc3(S)(Z(~)) x q and hence Z, is the Zariski closure of 7r3(S)(Z(q)) x q. If Z is 
not irreducible, repeat this for every component. 
(iv) The assertion for O-cycles is trivial. 
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f. VZ=.sxSxd(C) operates as follows: 
X-X 
D- SxD(&) 
Z -0 
u - 0. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
g. VII= S x E x d(C) operates as follows: 
X-O 
D-O 
z - &xpr,(z) 
U - cxpr,(U). 
Proof. Straightforward. 
h. VIII= nl(S) x e x C operates as follows: 
X-O 
D- nl(S)(D(e)) x C 
z-o 
u w 0. 
Proof. X- n,(S)(S) x C, but nr(S)(S) =O. Also Z - nr(S)(Z(e)) x C, but 
rcl(S)(Z(e))=O ([Mu], Thm. 1). The others are obvious. 
i. IX= ns(S) x e x C operates as follows: 
x-o 
D-O 
Z - ndS)(Z(e))x C 
u - 0. 
Proof. Similar as above for VZZZ. For instance D ~1 7c3(S)(D(e)) x C, but 
rc3(S)(D(e)) =0 ([Mu], Thm. 2). 
j. X’= a x S x e x C operates as follows: 
x-x 
D-O 
z-o 
u - 0. 
Proof. Obvious. 
k. XI= S x E x e x C operates as follows: 
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X-0 
D-O 
2 6-b &xpr&z) 
u ++ 0. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
1. XZZ= zt(S) x Cx e operates as follows: 
x-o 
D-O 
Z H n,G)(pr~(Z))xe 
u - 0. 
Proof. The assertions about X and U are obvious (note that U is not supported 
on Z, x C), the assertion about 2 follows from straightforward calculation. As 
to D, clearly we have XII(D) = n(S x e) and we have to show n = 0. For sim- 
plicity assume, as we may, that D is irreducible. Let r be a sufficiently general 
(or a generic) point of S. We shall calculate XII(D)- (<x C) = n(< x e). Working 
on the product XxX= S x C x S x C and using the projection formula we get (but 
identifying S x C x S x C with S x S x C x C if necessary): XII(D). (t x C) = 
pr,4{(n,(S)xCxe).(DxSxC)}.(rxC)=pr,,{(n,(S)xCxe).(DxSxC). 
(SxCxrxC))=p~~,[((~,(S).(Sx~))xCxe).(DxSxC)l=p~~,[(‘~,(S)(~)xCx 
[xe). (DxSxC)] =(deg$rt(S)(O). (D:S)(<xe)=O because deg%,(S)(<)=O 
(see [Mu], normalisation of 8, p. 196, line 9). 
m. XZZZ= rrs(S) x Cx e operates as follows: 
x-o 
D-O 
Z-O 
U - n3(S)(prs(U)) x e. 
Proof. The assertions for X and U are immediate. As for Z we get straight- 
forward Z - rcs(S)(p~sZ) x e; since pr,Z is a divisor class on S, we have 
n,(S)(pr, Z) = 0 ([Mu], Thm. 2). Finally for D it suffices to show XIII*(D) = 0 
because XZZZ=XZZZ* - (rrt(S) x Cx e) 0 XIII*. However XIII*(D) is supported 
on r,xe (see 7.1(i)), hence it is zero for dimension reasons. 
n. XZV= E x S x Cx e operates as follows: 
x-o 
D - prs(D)xe 
z-o 
u ++ 0. 
Proof. Straightforward. 
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0. XV= S x E x C x e operates as follows: 
x-o 
D-O 
Z-O 
u- deg( U) - (E x e). 
Proof. Obvious. 
$8. BEHAVIOUR OF THE CHOW GROUPS UNDER THE PROJECTORS q(X) 
In this section we collect the information from $7 in order to describe the 
action of the Chow-Ktinneth components n;(X) on each Chow group 
CZZj(X,Q) (j=O, 1,2,3). 
8.1. Behaviour on CH’(X, Q) 
Lemma 8.1. On CZZ’(X,Q) the no(X) operates as the identity, the n;(X) 
operates as zero for 1 sis6. 
Proof. From the description in $7 we see that on CZZ’(X,Q) the correspon- 
dences I, ZZ, I/I and X’ operate as the identity, the remaining ones operate as 
zero; the lemma follows then from (5)’ of 6.1 and from 6.3. 
8.2. Behaviour on CH’(X,Q) 
We start with some lemmas. 
Lemma 8.2.1. On CZZ’(X,Q) the action of the relevant correspondences can 
be summarised as follows: 
Z=d(X):D-D, 
ZZ=d(S)xexC:DwD(e)xC, 
ZZZ=d(S)xCxe:Dcprs(D)xe, 
ZI/=rci(S)xd(C) :D - Di = Zariski closure of nl(S)(D(~))x~, where 9 is 
a generic point of C, 
VZ=&xXxX(C):D++ SXD(&), 
I/III= n,(S) x ex C: D - n,(S)(D(e)) x C, 
XZV=cxSxexC:D-prs(D)xe. 
All other correspondences from the list in 6.2 operate as zero. 
Proof. Follows immediately from the description in $7. 
Corollary 8.2.2. Let D be algebraically equivalent to zero and hence D= 
D’x C + S x D” with D’ a divisor class on S, algebraically equivalent o zero on 
S, and D” a divisor class on C of degree zero. Then the above actions can be 
rewritten as follows: 
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Z=A(X):DwD, 
ZZ=A(S)xexC:D-D’xC, 
ZZZ=A(S)xCxe:D-0, 
ZV=n,(S)xA(C):D~D’xC, 
VZ=EXSXA(C):D++SXD”, 
VZZZ=nl(S)xexC:DcD’xC, 
XZV=cxSxCxe:D~O. 
The others act by zero. 
Proof. For ZZZ and XIV use that deg(D”)=O. For IV and VZZZ use that 
n,(S)(D’) = D’ since D’ is algebraically equivalent o zero on S ([Mu], Thm. 1). 
The other assertions are obvious. 
Lemma 8.2.3. no, 7c3, 7t4, 7c5 and r& operate as zero on CZZ’(X,Q). More 
precisely: all rrPq entering in the above projectors (by the expressions (5’) of 
6.1) operate as zero. 
Proof. 
(i) For rco, rt5 and r& this is immediate since all involved correspondences 
(see 6.3) operate as zero by 8.2.1. 
(ii) x4(X) = rc40 + 7t31 +7r22. The 7r40 and 1131 operate as zero since their in- 
volved correspondences (see 6.3) operate as zero by 8.2.1; finally for 7r22 the 
action of the involved correspondences cancels by 8.2.1. 
(iii) Finally consider 7r3(X) =r~~~+ 7r2r + 7r12. Again for 7r30 and 7r12 the 
action is trivially zero but for 7r2, this is more complicated. From 6.3 and 8.2.1 
we see that 
(7) 7r2,(D) = D-D(e) x C-IV(D) - S x D(E) + n,(S)(D(e)) x C 
and IV(D) = Zariski closure of n,(S)(D(ty)) x r, where q is a generic point of C. 
Step 1. Let D=D, x C with D, a divisor class on S. Then we get D(q) = D,, 
D(e) = D, and D(E) = 0. Hence by (7) we get n2r(D) = 0. 
Step 2. Let D = S x D2 with D2 a divisor class on C. We get D(q) = 0, D(e) = 0 
and D(E) =D2. Hence n2r(D)=0 by (7). 
Step 3. General case. However writing D= D- D(e) x C+ D(e) x C we may 
assume by Step 1 that D(e) =O. But if D(e) =0 then D(q) is algebraically 
equivalent to zero on S. Hence ~z,(s)(D(q)) = D(v) as divisor class ([Mu], 
Thm. 1). Moreover without loss of generality we can assume that D was a 
divisor rational over the field k (in the sense of [We]) and then rrl(S)(D(v)) is 
rational over the field k(q) and hence the Zariski closure of nl(S)(D(q)) x q 
equals as divisor class D + S x D2 with D2 a divisor class on C. From (7) we get 
7121(D) = D - D - S x D2 - S x D(E) = S x D: with 0: a divisor class on C. Since 
rrf, = 7r2, we get by repeating the operation and using Step 2 that n2,(D) = 0, 
which completes the proof of 8.2.3. 
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Lemma 8.2.4. The kernel of x2(X) on CH’(X,Q) is CH,‘,,(X,Q). 
Proof. Recall that always Ker(n2)CCHt&(X,Q) (Lemma 1.4.4 of [Mu,~]), 
so it suffices to prove the opposite direction. Let D be a divisor class homo- 
logically, and hence since we neglect torsion also algebraically, equivalent 
to zero. Hence D =D’x C+ S xD” with D’ (resp. D”) a divisor class on S 
(resp. on C) algebraically equivalent to zero on S (resp. on C). Now 
nz(X) = 7120 + 7rt1 + 7r02. Now we claim: 
(i) 712o(D) =0. 
Proof. ~T~~=ZZ-VZZZ-ZX-X’-XZ by 6.3, hence by 8.2.2 we get nzo(D)= 
D’x C-D’x C=O. 
. . 
(11) nl,(D) = 0. 
Proof. xl1 =ZV- VZZZ-XZZZ by 6.3, hence by 8.2.2 we get rrll(D) =D’x 
C-D’xC=O. 
(iii) no2(D) = 0. 
Proof. 7c02=XZV by 6.3, hence the result by 8.2.2. 
Conclusion 8.2.5. For CH’(X, Q) the conjectures B, C and D of Section 1.4 
are true. 
8.3. Behaviour on CZf’(X,Q) 
Lemma 8.3.1. On CH2(X, Q) the action of the relevant correspondences can 
be summarised as follows: 
Z=d(X):Z-z, 
ZZ==d(S)xexC:Z-Z(e)xC, 
ZZZ=d(S)xCxe:Z-prs(Z)xe, 
IV= nl(S) xd(C) : Z - Z, (see description 7.2d), 
V *= n:(S) x d(C) : Z - Z* = Zariski closure of [nT(S)(Z(q)) x r,~] with v a 
generic point of C over k, 
v= 7$(S) x d(C) : z - Zariski closure of [ns(S)(Z(~))x~] where q is a 
generic point of C over k, 
vzz=Sx&Xd(C):Z-&xprc(Z), 
ZX*=n3*(S)xexC:Z- nT(S)(Z(e))xC, 
ZX=n&S)xexC:Z~ ns(S)(Z(e))xC, 
XZ=SxexexC:Z-&xpr,(Z), 
XZZ=nl(S)xCxe:Z- nl(S)(prs(Z))xe, 
and for the other ones Z - 0. 
Proof. See the description in $7. 
Lemma 8.3.2. On CH2(X,Q) the no, ni, rc5 and x6 operate as zero. More 
precisely: all 7rPq entering in the above Chow-Ktinneth projectors (see (5’) of 
6.1) operate as zero. 
Proof. 
(i) For no, rci and n6 this follows from the fact that all the involved corre- 
spondences (see 6.3) operate as zero (see 8.3.1). 
(ii) rr5(X)= rr4i +n32. For 7r41 =VU-XI-XV and the terms cancel by 
8.3.1. Finally ~32 = XZZZ and this operates by zero. 
Lemma 8.3.3. On CH2(X, Q) we have Ker(n,) = CH&,(X, Q). 
Proof. Recall that always Ker(n,)CC&,(X,Q) (Lemma 1.4.4 of [Mu,~]) 
so we have only to show that Z homologically equivalent to zero implies 
n4(.Z) = 0. We have 7r4(X) = 7r40 +7r3i + 7c22 and we have in fact: 
Lemma 8.3.4. If ZE CY&,(X, Q) then nP,(Z) = 0 for p + q = 4. 
Proof. 
(0 7140= XI: Z - E xpr,(Z) = (Z: C)(E x C) and (Z: C) = 0 if Z is homo- 
logically equivalent to zero. 
(ii) 7r22 =III-XII-XIII-XIV-XV (see 6.3). According to 8.3.1 we get 
Z - prs(Z) x e- 7tl(S)(prs Z) x e. Since Z is homologically equivalent o zero 
we have also prs(Z) homologically equivalent to zero, but prs(Z) being a 
divisor class on S we have nl(S)prs(Z)=prs(Z) ([Mu], Thm. l), hence 
n22(Z) = 0. 
(iii) In order to show that 7r3i(Z) = 0 in this case, it suffices to show that 
n3:(Z)=O because n3,=~3*1-(~1(S)~nl(C))0713:. We have rcTi=V*-ZX*- 
XZZZ* by 6.3 and 6.4. By 8.3.1 we get: 
(8) 
1 
rc$‘r(Z) = Zariski closure of [n:(S)(Z(q)) x ~1 
- %YS)(Z(e)) x C 
where v is a generic point of C. 
We proceed in several steps: 
Step 1. Assume Z = U x C, with U a zero-dimensional cycle (of degree zero) on 
S. Then Z(v) = iJ and Z(e) = U and we get nTi(Z) = 0 by (8). 
Step 2. Assume Z is of type C Di x ai with 0; a divisor class on S and ai E C 
(we may assume all (li # e). Then each rc;“1 (Di x a;) = 0 by (8). 
Step 3. General case. Writing Z= Z- Z(e) x C+ Z(e) x C and using Step 1 we 
may assume however that Z(e) = 0. Then we get from Z a homomorphism of 
abelian varieties 
@z : J(C) +Afb(S) 
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defined by the map 
x - A&(2(x)) (xc C) 
(note that Z(x) =prs(Z- (Sxx)) has degree zero). 
Claim. Z homologically equivalent to zero on X * ez = 0. 
Since this is an assertion about a homomorphism of abelian varieties it suffices 
to look to the behaviour on torsion points, or better to the behaviour of @z on 
the Tate group T,(J(C)) ([Mum], Thm. 3, p. 176). Since the Tate group of 
J(C) corresponds to Hb,(C,Z,), it suffices to prove that the map correspon- 
ding to @z on the level of cohomology is zero. This map on cohomology is, 
after tensoring with Q,, given by ‘Z3r where Zsl is the usual Kunneth compo- 
nent in the cohomology class [Z] E E&S x C, QI), but since Z is homologically 
equivalent to zero we have [Z] = 0, and hence also Zsr = 0, hence the claim 
follows. (Note: for simplicity we have assumed here that the base field k is 
algebraically closed.) 
Hence for q generic point on C over k we have Z(a) albanese equivalent o 
zero. From the theory of surfaces we know that Ker n;(S) = albanese kernel 
([Mu], Thm. 2). Therefore n:(S)(Z(q))=O in CH2(Sm,Q) (where k(q)) is 
the algebraic closure of k(q)). This means that there exists an integer N such 
that N [Zariski closure of { n:(S)(Z(q)) x s)] = C, Di x ai with Di a divisor on 
S and a;~ C. Hence Z homologically equivalent o zero on X implies Nnj*1(Z) 
falls under Step 2 (for a suitable integer N). Using rc$= rrci and Step 2 we 
conclude the proof. 
Remark. Note that in the above proof we use in fact the inclusion (Albanese 
equivalent to zero on S) C Kern;(S) which is indeed the essential part of 
Ker n:(S) = Albanese equivalence. 
Conclusion 8.3.5. For CH2(S x C, Q) the conjectures B and D of Section 1.4 
are true. 
8.4. Behaviour on CH3(X, Q) 
Lemma 8.4.1. On CH3(X,Q) the relevant correspondences operate as fol- 
lows: 
Z=d(X) : u- u, 
ZZZ=d(S)xCxe: U-pr,(U)xe, 
v=n3(S)xd(S): u=Ci (ai,bi)- Ci (n3W(ai),h), 
VII=Sxexd(S): U-expr,(U), 
XZZZ=n3(S)xCxe: U- 7r3(S)(prS(U))xe, 
XV=SxexCxe: U- deg(U)(exe). 
The others operate by zero. 
Proof. Immediate by the description in $7. 
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Lemma 8.4.2. 
a. no, n1 and n2 operate as zero on CH3(X,Q) (and more precisely all nPq 
withp+q=O, 1 or 2). 
b. The sequence 
0 - CH,3,,(K Q) - CH3(X, Q) -% CH3(h,6(X), Q) - 0 
is exact. 
c. The sequence 
0 - CH,:,W, Q) - Cff;o,(x, Q) 2 CH3V$W), Q) - 0 
is exact. 
Proof. The assertions follow from 6.3, 8.4.1 and [Mu], Thm. 3 (of course 
CHlk are the classes of degree zero). 
Conclusion 8.4.3. For CH3(X, Q) the conjectures B and D of Section 1.4 are 
true. 
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